Epicor for Manufacturing

The platform technology underpinning the Kinetic
application is based on a service-based Microsoft®
.Net architecture, optimized on Microsoft SQL®
and standardized on Microsoft Azure®. It delivers
the latest technology advancements requested
by manufacturers including cloud, IoT, and AI/
ML. Kinetic delivers a continued partnership in
innovation to futureproof your ERP investment.
Businesses can easily evolve their use of Kinetic
with business process optimization from our
Business Process Management (BPM) and Epicor
Functions solutions and use technology such as
Kinetic RESTful service APIs to extend to other
applications where needed in an upgrade-resilient
and secure way. The Epicor Kinetic platform
promotes efficiency as it helps our customers to
both use and enhance Epicor applications at a
business level - rather than a technology level.

Improved Employee Experience Drives
New Levels of Efficiency
User Experience

The way we work and interact with technology is
constantly evolving to meet the needs of new generations
of workers. The challenge for many is attracting this
workforce, and worker experience plays a strategic
role in this effort. Employees expect a consumergrade experience at work with modern and intuitive
applications that boost productivity and simplify everyday
tasks. Cloud mobility is also a key aspect. No matter if
they are working from home or walking through the shop
floor, workers need to have access to their applications
through the device and browser of their choice.

The capabilities of the Kinetic Platform include:
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Scalable, service-based architecture
Mobile, browser-based user experience
Virtual Agent
Epicor Learning
Business Process Management and
Epicor Functions
Integration readiness with RESTful service APIs
Purpose-built IoT applications
Application Studio configuration
Deployment flexibility, cloud or on premises
Connected people, systems, and processes
Secure cloud solutions for your business
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Evolve your business technology to meet
the needs of todays workers.

Kinetic offers a mobile, browser-based user experience
that enables employees to complete tasks in less time
while optimizing their personal workflows.
The Kinetic users experience delivers a user
experience that is:
• Made for use anywhere, browser-based in the cloud, on
any device with a consistent experience
• Made for personal use with guided workflow, easy
tailoring, and the ability to connect digitally
• Made for efficiency and greater productivity with a
simple, easy to use interface that offers industryfocused features and leverages cognitive technologies
for greater automation

Personalization

Create your own experience to maximize productivity.
Simplify your job with quick optimizations to the personal
workflow in the screens you use every day. Configure
grids, hide/show UI fields, or collapse/expand panel cards
depending on your needs.

